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Abstract. Recurrent connectivity, balanced between excitation and inhibition, is a general principle of cortical connectivity. We propose that
balanced recurrence can be achieved by tuning networks near their critical branching (CB) points when spike propagation is formalized as a
branching process. We consider critical branching networks as foundations for artificial general intelligence when they are analyzed as reservoir computing models. Our reservoir models are based on principles of
metastability and criticality that were developed in statistical mechanics in order to account for long-range correlations in activities exhibited
by many types of complex systems. We discuss reservoir models and
their computational properties, and we demonstrate their versatility by
reviewing a number of applications.
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Introduction

Different brain areas are characterized by different neural circuitry, and some believe that different circuitry means different computations [1]. Others, however,
have focused on similarities in circuitry across cortical areas [2], leading to the
concept of a ‘canonical cortical microcircuit’ that embodies common features of
neural computations [3–5]. These features are expressed at the level of thresholded spike signals (i.e. action potentials) sent through the synaptic connections
of neural networks. Connections are characterized by recurrent pathways varying in spatial and temporal scales [6], and recurrent spiking activity is ongoing.
Here we simulate recurrent activity as a basis for memory and computation, on
the time scales of individual spikes over networks ranging widely in size. We examine memory and computational capacity and its link to evidence for so-called
“avalanches” of neural activity in real neural tissue. Our model exhibits basic
earmarks of general intelligence in that recurrent dynamics can support a diverse
range of perceptual and cognitive functions and applications.
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Reservoir Computing

The reservoir computing framework, developed by Maass [7], Jaeger [8], and
colleagues, involves a network of generic units with random connections in order
to produce the cortex’s recurrent looping structure [9]. Spikes propagate across
synapses and (sometimes) branch into further spikes, and may continue branching repeatedly and (sometimes) recurrently through the network. Future spike
patterns are nonlinear functions of past spike patterns, which means that spikes
carry and transform information about past inputs. With large numbers of units,
this transform can be viewed as a projection into a high-dimensional space, akin
to a support vector machine. If the projection sufficiently separates and organizes
inputs, then a linear readout function can be used to make classifications that
would otherwise not be linearly separable [7]. Fig. 1 shows an example of the
general framework. The memory-less readout is the only task-dependent part of
the system, whereas the reservoir can be completely task-general. In fact, multiple readout functions can simultaneously perform different computations on the
same internal state. This allows the network to be flexible with respect to the
functions it supports.

Fig. 1. A reservoir transforms a time-varying input signal onto an internal state, and
a readout function (linear classifier ) is trained to map states onto target outputs.
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Critical Branching and Metastability

If a recurrent spiking network is overly excitable, spikes may multiply to the point
of maxing out the neuron firing rates. If a network is overly inhibited, spikes will
not branch and propagate. Thus, the network needs to strike a balance between
these extremes at which neurons lose their information coding capabilities. In
statistical mechanics, striking such a balance may poise a system near a critical
state between two phases, in this case between convergent and divergent spike
dynamics. When the critical state is achieved in a branching process such as a
spiking neural network, so-called ‘neural avalanches’ are predicted to occur in
the network’s spontaneous, intrinsic spiking activities [10]. The distribution of
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avalanche sizes is predicted to follow a −3/2 power law [11] P (n) ∼ nα , where
n is the size of the avalanche (i.e. the number of units involved), P (n) is the
probability of observing a size-n avalanche, and the exponent α gives the slope
of the relationship between P (n) and n (in log-log coordinates) [12].
Beggs and Plenz showed that neural spiking activity followed an avalanchelike power law, with an estimated −3/2 exponent, both in vitro and in stochastic
models of branching processes [12]. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis
that branching networks are tuned to their critical states, or CB points, in order
to achieve balance between convergent and divergent spike dynamics [12]. As
Beggs and Plenz also argued, this balance may be adaptive because CB maximizes the transmission of information across networks under certain conditions
[13]. Branching processes can be measured using the “branching ratio”, which
is the ratio of descendent spikes to ancestor spikes: R = Ndesc. /Nanc. . When
R = 1, each ancestor spike causes an average of one descendent spike, and the
network is said to be at its CB point [12].
3.1

A Critical Branching Reservoir Model

To test whether CB can be usefully self-tuned in a spiking neural network,
we developed a reservoir computing model that uses a self-tuning algorithm
to maintain spike dynamics near their CB point. The model is based on Kello
and Mayberry [11] (but see also [14, 15]), and is composed of 900 leaky integrateand-fire (LIF) reservoir units and 100 input units. To create recurrent loops, each
input and reservoir unit was randomly connected to each (other) reservoir unit
with probability 0.5 (excluding self-connections)1 . After initializing the network,
input units were forced to spike randomly with some probability (e.g. 0.5) in
order to spur network activity, and synapses were activated and de-activated
probabilistically so that each neuron locally approaches R = 1. The basic idea of
the algorithm is to count the number of postsynaptic spikes for each presynaptic
spike on a given presynaptic neuron. Synaptic connections are activated with
some probability when the neuron’s postsynaptic spike count (Ndesc. ) is low, and
de-activated with some probability when high. In particular, when Ndesc. < 1,
each synapse is activated with probability:
ηf (si )|Ndesc.,i − 1|/U.

(1)

where η is a global tuning rate parameter (fixed at 0.1), and U is the num0
ber of synapses available for activation. f (si ) = 1 − e−λi (t−t ) for excitatory
0
neurons, and f (si ) = e−λi (t−t ) for inhibitory neurons. If Ndesc. > 1 then each
synapse is de-activated with the same probability as in Eq. 1, except U is the
number of synapses available for de-activation, and the assignment of f (si ) is
switched for excitatory versus inhibitory neurons. Over the tuning phase, this
algorithm results in a network with global R = 1. As input spikes decrease in
number, spike activity becomes more burst-like and produces neural avalanche2
1
2

Synapses can be excitatory or inhibitory, with randomized weight values.
Avalanche sizes are measured as the number of spikes occurring during a period of
unusually high (threshold-exceeding) activity.
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Fig. 2. (a) Avalanche histogram showing power laws for networks with R = 1.5 (α ∼
−1), R = 1.0 (α ∼ −3/2), and R = 0.5 (α ∼ −3). The dashed line shows α = −3/2.
(b) XOR accuracy is maximum in networks with R ∼ 1. (c) XOR accuracy for past
inputs (with varying time lag) is maximum in networks with R ∼ 1.

behavior following a power law with α ∼ −3/2. This indicates that the CB algorithm produces dynamics similar to an in vitro cortical circuit [16]. As shown
in Fig. 2(a), when the network is tuned to supercritical (R = 1.5) or subcritical (R = 0.5) levels, this result disappears, as the α no longer matches that
found in neural recordings. The computational performance of the model, in
terms of representational and memory capacity, was tested at various levels of
R using the nonlinearly separable XOR logic task as a diagnostic3 . Representational capacity refers to the network’s ability to represent complex, nonlinearly
separable patterns such that a linear classifier can extract relevant information,
while memory capacity refers to the ability to maintain these representations
over time. As shown in Fig. 2(b-c), computational performance is maximal near
R ∼ 1, indicating that the performance of reservoir models is enhanced when
spiking dynamics approach their CB point [17]4 .

4

Reservoir Computing Applications

The CB reservoir model described here has successfully been applied to visual
object and motion classification tasks [18]5 . While biologically-inspired concepts
such as metastability and CB might offer additional insights in achieving brainlike intelligence from reservoirs, the larger body of work has already established
reservoirs as useful computational tools. They have been applied to a diverse
range of tasks, from synthetic to real-world environments, and have proven to be
uniquely well suited for processing data sets that are complex and time-varying.
In engineering, reservoirs have been used for noise modeling to equalize wireless
3

4
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To express XOR, a single bit representing 0 or 1 was input to the network on each
time step. Classification was performed on temporally adjacent bits into the past.
Simple parameter adjustments such as increasing the number of reservoir units can
increase overall performance, but here we adjusted parameters to produce results
below ceiling in order to more clearly demonstrate the effects of CB.
For a video demonstrating real-time object classification, see [30].
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communication channels [19], online monitoring of a multi-machine power system
[20], and rapid, online detection epileptic seizure onset from EEG recordings [21].
At the 2008 World Conference on Computational Intelligence, a simple reservoir
model developed over only a couple of days was competitive in a target-detection
competition using data from the Ford Motor Company [22].
Reservoir models have also been used to perform cognitive and perceptual
functions. Our visual perception work was inspired by Maass and colleagues’
work with object and motion classification [23] and Burgsteiner and colleagues’
work with real-time object tracking and prediction in the RoboCup competition
[24]. Reservoirs were also used for motor control in RoboCup [22], and for the
control of a simulated robotic arm [25] and an artificial hand [26]. Robotics
applications have included autonomous agent navigation, localization, and event
detection [31, 32]. In linguistics, reservoirs have been used to classify spoken
words and digits [22] and to generate grammatical structure [27], written-word
sequences [28], and even musical sequences [29].

5

Conclusion

The flexibility of the reservoir computing framework is demonstrated by its successful application to a diverse range of functions. Many of these applications
have involved environmentally realistic data sets, and required the mapping of
complex, time-varying input signals onto stable outputs. Biological cortex, of
course, must be good at this mapping, and in general it must be able to achieve
a metastable balance whereby computations are somewhat stable (and in this
sense robust to noise), yet can quickly adapt to reflect important changes in the
input environment [33]. By focusing not only on the structure of neural circuitry
but on the dynamic and metastable activity patterns produced by them, we have
shown that information can be ‘stored’ in patterns of ongoing activity which act
as the substrate for memory and computation. This capacity for generic computation in neural networks is captured by the reservoir framework, and in this
way allows reservoirs to be a potential computational equivalent of the ‘canonical cortical microcircuit’ and a useful approach for investigating artificial general
intelligence.
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